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Radio station to broadcast
'Lift Every Voice and Sing'

Friday, Jan. 9

National oratory winner
to speak at ceremony

Rodeo club hosts weekend
~ barrel racing and roping
: • The . Rodeo Club will host a
: weekend of barrel racing and

.·'

Rashod Taylor/The News

After a full morning of classes Thursday. Octaviar Lockhart,
freshman from Jo'ranklin, studies in the Curris Center.
roping beginning at 10 a.m. Sat·
urday and at 9 a.m. Sunday at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
For more information, phone
Dan Van Hooser at 762·3039.

Guest artist to perfonn
recital and Masten:lass
Guest artist and trumpeter john
Holt will perform a recital at 8
p .m. and a Masterclass at 2 p.m.
Wednesday in Ferrell Recital Hall.
Murray State students 'will per·
form for Holt in the Musterclass.
The class and recital are open to
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•Police Beat

WKMS, Murrny State's radio
station, will air "Lift Every Voice
• and Sing: the Choral Arts Society's tribute to Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr." from 10 a.m. to noon on
Monday.
For more information, phone
Angie Kinbro at (800) 599-4737.

Terry Mackey, winner of the
·· 2000 National Association for the
• Advancement of Colored People
" Oratory and current national
~. champion of Oratory for Alpha
,., Phi Alpha Fraternity, will speak
at the Martin Luther King Jr. cer·
emony at 10 a.m. Monday in the
Curris Center.
A march on campus will follow
the speech.
I •
These events are sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
For more information, phone
MarTeze Hammonds at 293-5592.
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CAMPUS BRIEFLY

1996 N"~ A1tima - Moon roof, good miles .........._.......... -..$4.200
1992 Pontiac Bonneville- V-6, rides great ..................................$1,600
1993 N"~ Sentra . 40 I11Jl8 gas ......_ ..................................- ..-.$2.800

1992 Buick ~re - Sharp car ....................................................$2,150
1992 Plymouth Voyager Van- Nice ....___.......- ...............$1,999
19911Jod.ge Dynasty - Dependable ................................................$1,350
1993 Toyota Thrcel .............................- ..........- ...··-···-........___$1,450
1992 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 ..............- ...............................................$2,200
1994 Otevy Cavalier ....................................................................- $1/100
1988 Chevy 1h:ack • Good mcch. _.....- .........................................$2,800
1994 Ford :Escott. 5 Speed .......................................................- .$1,450
1993 Ford 'Jesnpo ............................- ..............................................~,500
1991 Ford Ranger . Automatic...... _ ...............................................$1,650
1991 Buick Parlt Ave. - Clleap 1i"ans(xxtation .................- ....- Jl,l7S
1984 ()Ids 88- 2 owners; kx:al car ...................................- ......- .....$1,150
·~

Retail

the public, and there is no admission fee.
For more information, phone

762-2787.

Columbia University names
'News' one of best 18
"The Murray State News" was
recently named one of the 18 best
collegiate newspapers by Colum·
bia University and is a finalist for
a Crown Award.

Campus Hriefly is compiled l7y
Vanessa Childers, assistant news
editor.

3:35 p.m. A caller from Hester
College advise~ the elevator
stopped then started moving
again.

12:08 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to a driver at
Taco Bell for failure to tum on
his headlights.
10:29 a.m. A Public Safety officer Sunday, Jan. 11
assisted with an accident on the 4:35 p.m. A caller from Regents
comer of 12th and Payne streets CoUege reported a vehicle blockby controlling traffic until a Mur- ing traffic in the parking lot. A
ray Police Department officer responding officer opened one
arrived.
lane for traffic to move through.
9:14 p.m. The fire alarm at the 9:24 p.m. A caller from the resiExposition Center was activated. . dential college circle reported two
The Murray Fire Department vehicles blocking the parking lot
and Central Plant were notified. in front of Clark College. An offi·
A report was taken.
cer reported the pizza delivery
person would leave soon, and the
lot
would not be blocked.
Saturday, Jan. 10
12:10 a.m. A resident in College
Courts advised he could not
unlock his room door. The locks
were supposed to be changed
over break. Central Plant
advised the locks had not been
changed.
3:57 ~.m . A caller from the Oakley Applied Science Building
advised she got locked in an
office while she was cleaning it.
Officers unlocked the door and
let her out.

Monday, Jan. 12
5:09 p.m. A caller from the park·
ing lot by Richmond College
reportl'd someone attempted to
break into her car. A report was
taken.
6:55 p.m. A student reported
someone in a white sport utility
vehicle threw a full soft drink bot·
tie at her while she was walking
with her boyfriend on Chestnut
Street.

-----------

Tuesday, Jan. 13
11:02 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to an individual
driving without license plates.
The subject advised he had his
tags and would place them in a
visible location.
10 p.m. The residence director of
Regents Cc'lege reported a loud
buzzing noise and high tempera·
tures on the fourth and fifth
floors of the residence hall. Cen·
tral Plant was notified .

Wednesday, Jan. 14
2:22 p.m. An officer reported a
dead animaJ at the entrance to
the parking lot in front of Racer
Arena. · Facilities Management
was notified.
7:51 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported an individual
was shooting fireworks in front
of the building. The subject was
gone upon officer arrival .

Race.r Escorts: 6

Police Beat is compiled l7y Vanessa
Childt•rs, assistant news editor, with
information provided l7y Public
Safety.
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How smart is this: All the textbooks you
need for up to 50% off retail prices. New or
used, all you have to do is go to half.com

~fcom~
bye:jjf{.

and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers._
Then let nature take its course.

Same textbooks .
Smarter prices.

•

....

CoPVnght 2003-2004 Half com. Half com . the Hall com togo. eBav and the oBav logo aretraaemarb of aBay Inc. All righll reserved • Average Ra1111 Price of a New Textbook baaed on data from Follett Corp (81 reponed by The Astocleted Pross ln January 20031 Average Ratatl Pnce
of 1 UAdTextbook bued on data from Monument lnformatlon Resources~ Ava rage Haltcom Price for New and UledTilJ<tboob baaed on an August/September 2003 anelysla of 01ter 500.000 boob sold on Hall com. Ouan~ues. pricing and avallabohry are not guarantHd and woll
vary due to supply end demand Coupon is for forst·timo buyers only. Umtted tJma offer; axdudea ahlppng tnd h.lndhng; oner subJect to changto or termlnltion without prior notice.
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Waterfield gets faCelift
ing digital cameras and scanners.
Griffin hopes the library will be able
"The previous Web- annual maintenance for to read through these and
Staff Re port
to digitize parts of its collection. such
mail system was very the new system is also (I) think (students) will
as streaming media and art slides, so ,
During Winter Break unstable," he said. "It considerably less than find that the new system
the digitized material can be made
Murray State officials was not capable of effi. the maintenance cost for is very user-friendly and
offers some very benefiavailable for class work.
restructured the Univer- ciently servicing the the previous product."
Although no actual renovations to
"This is part of a campaign for UniUsers of the new sys- cial features."
number of users we were
sity Webmail system.
versity libraries, which serves not only the building are scheduled, Griffin did
Purcell suggests stutem will be able to keep
The Center for Teach- experiencing."
the students of the University, but the mention the addition of specialized
Purcell said the vendor more messages on the dents check the settings
ing, Learning and Techfaculty and staff of the University as study rooms.
nology completed the of the previous system system. with three times after first using the sys~
well," Booth said. '·It helps us do our
"We want to dedicate some space
server update Dec. 31 was no longer supporting more mailbox space than tern, so they can cusjobs and enriches our lives."
before, .he said.
away from the book stacks and the
tomize them to their spewith several changes to its existence.
"There are some very cific needs.
More than $32,000 has been raised central part of the library for group
"The previous product
increase efficiency.
for the Waterfield project since "It study. so that students can work on
''The anti-spam is set
Brian Purcell, manag- was Jacking some fea- comprehensive help docStarts at Home" began in November, class projects without being bothered
er of networking and tures that we deemed uments and user guides to disabled for each user
Wolf said.
by or bothering other students," he
microcomputer services. necessary, most impor- that can be found using by default," he said. "But
John Griffin, interim dean of said.
said planning for the tant of which were spam- the links on the login you have several options
libraries, said plans are being disAlso in consideration is a small prechange began in spring filteri ng and virus scan- page of Webmail," Pur- as to what level you want
ning.'' Purcell said. "The cell said. "Take the time spam filtered."
cussed currently for Waterfield's sentation room where students can
2003.
improvements, but no concrete deci- view powerpoint presentations after
completing them.
sions have been made.
"We would like to see rewiring so
No definite time frame is set for
we can offer more technology and improvements to be completed.
Around 2:30 a.m. a call came
Carlin's Restaurant Dec. 31.
more computers within the library,·
"The office of development has
Staff Re p o rt
The
Fire
Inspector
has
now
in
reporting the fire, which also
including downstairs," he said. He also scheduled this as a two-year cammentioned the possibility of worksta- paign," Griffin said. "We won't get $2
An investigation by the Murray discovered the general area of the resulted in a power outage on the
tions for users checking out laptops or million all at once. so as it comes in
Fire Department is still underway fire's origin after a follow up north side of Murray.
Authorities are unsure of when
those who bring their own, as well as a we'll look at what we can do with
to determine the caul:e and exact investigation. but he did not disthe fire actually started.
room for computer production includ- what we've got and begin from there."
origin of a fire that destroyed close his findings.

Organizations request
donations for renovations
by Elizabeth Caweln
Staff Writer
The Harry Lee Waterfield Library
will be the first to receive updates and
improvements in conjunction with the
''Renaissance of Knowledge" University library revitalization program,
funded in part by faculty and staff
gifts.
The giving program, " It Starts at
Horne," aims to raise $50.000 of the
program's $2 million goal. said Laura
Wolf, special projects coordinator for
1
the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs.
This type of fund-raising was cho' sen for the library improvements
because of the close connection faculty and :.taiT have with the Univer-.ity
libraries, said Chrissy Booth, associate
director of development for major
gifts.

Carlin's fire origin still under' investigation

WE VE MOVED!
1
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B~tY,your sweetheart a spedal_gjft from t1te

- - - - Ualrotine §rft Basket.- - - 1lew Ualentine .Jtems .Jncluder
• Plush fa@b1!9S and Pink flephants
• Picture 3'1'3mes
• for~e 'ffandcuffs

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located
in the yellow building beside Wendy s
on Chestnut Street!
1

NIEON BIE&C:H

Wild Raspberty or let us make ,you a

)'

• and much much more

Tu nnlng & Stor age Aen tol

Hours

Mon. ·T'htx'5.
8 a.m.- 10 p.m.

ft'L. Sat.

81 2 Whltnell Drive
Murray

ClaiSed Scnilv

753-3333

8

MUSIC • CAR AUDIO • INSTALLATION

I 0% discount off tannin~
Packaees. swimwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

a.m.· 9 P.m.

China
Buffet

Voted
Best
Music
Store!

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with M SU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

Chestnut St. {Beside Wendy's) • Murray, KY • 753·0113

---

C 2004 Blockbuster Inc.

Choose the Simple Life
at
Murray Place

Start Planning Now!

I

•

Murray State University
April 19-23, 2004

Register your project on the URSA Web site at:
http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursalindex.html
Questions? Stop by the URSA Office
in Room 329 Wells Hall, e-mail us at
ursa@murraystate.edu, or phone 762-3192.

•..-v

.

All inclusive rates starting at $299.
Pick your
roommate online at
.,.
www.MurrayPlace.com for Fall2004.
Sign alease and be eligible to win a24"
Mega Sony 1V, Playstation II, or Sanyo
DVD I Video Player.

1700 Lowe's Drive
Murray • ·759-3003
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PINION

Opinion Edlton Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4468

Web class
•
Increase
unjust

What do you think about
Britney Spears' 55-hour
marriage? •

Our Vtew

''I think she's on
her way to
becoming the
next Madonna.
Like a virgin my
foot!"

ISSUE:

POSITIO N:

U NIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATORS

THE DECISION
IS UNJUSTIFIED
AND

DRASTICALLY
INCREASED THE

Jonathan Ward
sophomore. louiSville

COST OF
ONLINE

STATEMENTS
MADE BY THE

COURSES FOR

UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT

THE SECOND
TIME THIS YEAR.

''I think her
marriage is her
business and
that's her private
life so let her do
what she do."

ushe just did it to
make me
jealous."

Budget cuts atrocious
Our View
ISSUE:

Bobby Potts

KENTUCKY

freshman. MIKT8y

The staff editorial is the majority opinion
of the editorial board of "The Murray
State News. " The editorial board is composed of all section editors.

GOV. ERNIE

One of the first messages thrust upon
drivers as they cross Kentucky's state
line is a sign saying "Where education
pays."
The slogan was created several years
WILL COST
ago as part of the commonwealth's plan
MURRAY STATE
to improve education in Kentucky. With
$3 MILLION IN
initiatives like the Kentucky Education
STATE FUNDING
Excellence Scholarship, which provides
AND DONATIONS. money to Kentucky students attending
state colleges. government officials were
arguably making progress in improving
POSITION:
education in Kentucky.
Gov. FLETCHER IS
However. a recent executive order by
BETRAYING THE
newly-elected Gov. Ernie Fletcher will
PROMISE HE MADE make drastic cuts to the state's higher
education funds. These cuts are so
TO HIGHER
extreme that Murray State will lose
EDUCATION
approximately $3 million in both funds
DURING HIS
granted to it by the state and donations
CAMPAIGN AND
made specifically to the University.
Apparently education no longer pays
IN TURN EVERY
for
students of higher education in KenSTATE UNIVERSITY
tucky.
Thanks to Gov. Fletcher, educaWILL SUFFER
tion costs, and the costs will be enorDRAMATICALLY,
mous.
The cuts to the higher education budget
will cause an estimated 13 to 16 percent
tuition increase statewide.
Also, while Murray State has made no
official comment about how these cuts
will affect the jobs of University faculty
and staff, Morehead State University
President Ronald Eaglin admitted as
many as 28 positions will be eliminated
because of the order. Furthermore, Murray State is currently experiencing a ternFLETCHER MADE
AN EXECUTIVE
ORDER WHICH

"Britney Spears ...
Isn't she some
kind of jazz
singer or
something? But
that sounds like
some kind of hot
mess anyway."
Abc: Brummett
junior, Edwardsvtn.. 111.

Rashod Taylor/The Ne;s

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

Erin Richards
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

Taylor Ewing
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

LAST SEMESTER.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion ofthe editorial board of "The Murray State News. '' The editorial board
is composed of all section editors.

Shannon Bryant
sophomore, Hopkiflsvilhr

CONTRADICTS

porary faculty hiring freeze.
Therefore, tuition which many students
are already struggling to meet, will be
drastically raised and universities with
increasingly overcrowded classrooms
will lose facu lty members.
Clearly the priority of improving education in Kentucky has been forgotten
under the new administration.
This after Gov. Fletcher assured a
"Murray State News" reporter last October that higher education would be protected if he were elected governor.
"Kentucky's higher education reforms
of 1997 have been a resounding success,
and it will be imperative that the next
governor continues the momentum and
pushed our higher education commitment
to the next level .... We are realizing that
to compete in today's knowledge economy, Kentuckians must be equipped with
the skills that prospective employers
demand. As the next governor, I will
work to provide our universities and
community colleges with the resources
they need to give their expanding student
bodies the skills they want and employers
demand."
Clearly Gov. Fletcher has forgotten the
promises he made to Kentucky's students
of higher education and it is our responsibility to remind him. Government officials like Fletcher cut from the higher
education budget because he thinks it
won't affect his career.
Kentucky students have a voice and it's
time we use it. So take two minutes of
your time and do something about an
issue which is directly affecting your life.
To contact Gov. ~tcher, go to his
homepage at http://governor.ky.gov and
click on "Contact Governor." .

Considering the extreme budget cuts
being imposed on Kentucky universities, it is understandable that there will
be increases in Murray State's tuition.
Nevertheless, there is one area that
has been hit unjustifiably hard by
tuition increases over the past year:
online courses.
Last year, taking a Web course cost an
additional $30 a credit hour. . Last
semester that charge was increased
more than fivefold, with a three-hour
class costing $540.50. This semester,
the price of online courses has been
raised again, to $763.50.
After a staff editorial was written on
this issue last year, the administration
explained that most Kentucky universities charged additional fees for students who chose to take classes via the
Internet. However, only the University of Louisville charges more.
Furthermore, registering for an
online course is not a matter of choice
for many Murray State students, as
some required dasses are only offered
on the Web.
For .instance, mac;s communications,
graduate students are required to take
JMC 648, but the course is only
offered online. Thus the great value
that is Murray State is slammed with
an unjustified charge.
After all, it's not the professor teaching the course who receives the extra
money. So what costs so much?
Finally, last semester University
President F. King ·Alexander condemned Western Kentucky for raising
tuition prices in the middle of the academic year. Yet only months later,
Murray State is initiating the same situation.
Students are being either forced by
requirements or deceived through a
lack of forewarning into taking classes
which are ridiculously overpriced.
There is no excuse for the increase
and certainly none for Alexander making promises he has no intention of
keeping.

Severo Avila
College Life Editor • 762·4480

Jake Lowary
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Adam Mathis
Online Ed1tor • 762·4468

Abby Aiken
Chief Copy Editor • 762·4478

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762·4468

Involvement needed to combat cuts
In My
Opinion

Arela Hathcock
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Tom Bell
Ad Production Manager • 762·4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News• strives to be the
Umversity community's source for lnforma·
tion.
Our goal is to present that information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News• offers a handson learning environment for those students
Interested in journalism or other fields relat·
lng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own ed•torial and news policies.
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• Is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

RoB
WHITFIELD

Are you worrict.l about the 2.5
percent state education but.lget cuts?
You should be.
It will potc:ntially affect class
offerings. class si:r.e. library services, available student jobs, financial aid, scholan;hips and tuition
cost. It has already affected your
ability to pick up a persooaJ Domino's piua at Fast Track past 10 p.m.
(9 p.m. if you wish to use your meal
plan). Got your anention yet? News
flash! It's YOUR fault for not being
involved.
In the governmental processes of
the commonwealth of Kentucky and
the United States as a whole, two
things matter: money and votes.
Consequently, if the economy fal ters and government revenues fall,
1ax increases are not the answer
rather, budget <.'uts must be
employed.
Needless to say. students have
virtually no money, much less vast
amounts to donate to their candidate
of choice. Moreover. college stu-

dents generally don't vote.
Conversely, older Americans
have more money and older people
file to the polls in droves. Believe it
or not, the most powerful lobbying
organization in the United States is
the American Association of
Retired Persons.
Now, if you were a politician fac·
ing daunting budget problems
caused by a previous administration,
which would you do: raise taxes on
powerful industries which will
probably, in tum, suppon your
opponent's campaign; lower fund·
ing for programs that benefit older
citizens and risk losing their vote; or
cut funding for small children and
poor college students who have
nothing to offer when you run for
higher office?
You guessed it. Sad but true: If
you wanted a chance at reelection,
you'd be forced to choose the latter.
Welcome to the world of politics.
So, what can you do to change
this? Not much, at least by yourself.

However, if you got your friends
together and they called theirs. then
you might accomplish something.
For staners, vote. It's a pain to get
absentee ballots, but do it; your vote
matters. Investigate candidates and
let them know where you stand on
issues. When a major bill comes up,
caJI your local representatives. You
could even send a letter, or if you're
really lazy, an e-mail. If something
affects you greatly. consider attending a rally or participating in a letter
writing or phone call campaign. But
remember, you can't do it alone.
Today, every student on this campus is affected by an unprecedented
budget cut and students must act
quickly in order to combat the act.
Fortunately, the Student Government Association has responded
with a plan to petition Frankfort.
SGA President Josh Rose and his
executive board have spear-headed
an emergency program called Students Against Higher Education
Cuts.

Their goal is to give students an
opportunity to react against these
budget cuts. On Feb. 5, SAHEC is
bussing as many students as possible to a state-wide rally in Frankfort.
This would be an excellent opportunity to let Frankfort know your
reaction. SAHEC is also planning to
provide the contact information of
many government officials so students can call. fax, write or e-mail
them.
So, what are you waiting for. your
tuition bill? Join the effort to protest
these cuts by encouraging every student you know to aid SAHEC's
efforts by contacting legislators,
attending the raJiy in Frankfort or,
preferably, both. You can sit idly
by. but you might want to get another job in preparation for your next
statement from the Bursar·~ Office.

Rob Whitfield is the wire editor for
"The Murray State News."
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Not so fast
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Alexander's recent pay raise excessive, ill-timed
In My
Opinion

SEVERO
AVILA

"WHILE

Rose

IS SUPPOSED TO
REPRESENT THE
STUDENTS,
ALEXANDER
GETS EVEN
MORE MONEY
WHILE

I

STRUGGLE TO
PAY RENT AND
ALMOST $800
FOR ONE WEB
CLASS."

I completely agree with rewarding some one for good work and dedicated service.
Oive credit where credit is due, but consider the circumstances of the present situation.
University President F. King Alexander
was recently given a pay raise which brings
his annual salary from $186,000 to approximately $220,000.
Before some people jump down my
throat, let me first say that Alexander has,
in the past, refused pay raises. This one was
given to him by the Board of Regents. He
did not ask for it. Furthermore, he will
donate a considerable amount to the
library, and has said the raise goes to the
office, not just him personally - which
means the position of Murray State President will be more appealing for future
applicants.
Here's the crux of my bitching. Amidst
statewide budget cuts which will probably
mean personnel and program cuts at Murray State, the Board of Regents has seen fit
to award Alexander with a salary which
exceeds that of Bill Clinton when he was •
President of the United States.
So let me do the run-down of arguments
that the Board could have for giving this
generous raise to Alexander.
They could say he is a good president and
actually deserves all that money. That J
won' t dispute. But considering the current
financial climate of the state and the University, this raise comes at a REALLY bad
time.
I do have a problem, however. when
there are other University employees who
work just as hard without that degree of
compensation. Just off the top of my head,
I can think of Don Robertson - also known
as Murray State's pack-mule.

That man is one of the hardest working tuition.
Amid that looming increase. board mememployees at the University. Despite an
insanely busy schedule, he always has time ber Wells Lovett supported Alexander's
raise with a "Hell. yes.·· In essence, the
to talk to any student who has a problem .•
He attends dozens of meetings per week Board is telling many students who want to
and makes more phone calls than an over- pursue a higher education. ••Hell, no.''
How can I say that'! How Ccul I predict
achieving telemarketer. If we' re handing
out money for hard work and dedication, that many students will not be able to
take a look at Robertson's day planner. . afford an education while the Board
increases the president's salary by 21 perthen we can talk.
Another argument could be that com- cent? Because , as one example, I had to
pared to other schools, this new salary is take out a fourth credit card just to pay my
still below the average of presidential tuition this semester. Imagine what will
happen when tuition increases.
salaries at other Kentucky universities but that's including the University of KenAs I conclude here. I'm really left with
tucky, the University of Louisville, and more questions than when J began. Despite
some private schools - of course they can possible cuts in staff positions. how could
afford to pay more. We can't.
staff regent Lori Dial vote for the raise?
Despite possible cuts in faculty positions,
I won' t argue this point any further than
by saying we s imply cannot afford it. Mur- how could faculty regent Terry Strieter
ray State prides itself on keeping tuition vote for the raise?
And what hurts me most of
low even when other schools increase
is despite
theirs. Now suddenly we' re willing to jump a possible tuition hike. how could my repon this bandwagon? If we' re going to be resentative, Student Government President
different then let's be different. Don't con- Josh Rose, vote for the raise?
form when it means department budget cuts
While Rose is supposed to represent the
and higher tuition.
students. he agreed to give the president
Yet another argument for the raise is that money that could have been put toward
other schools are trying to attract Alexan- keeping tuition down . While Josh Rose is
der to their institution, and this is a way of supposed to represent the students. Alexankeeping him here. I won't even justify that der gets even more money while J struggle
with an argument. I'm sure Alexander's to pay rent and almost $800 for one Web
loyalty to this institution goes beyond class. Am I mad about this? ..Hell, yes.''
salary. I'd like to think he isn' t sticking
Again , Alexander did not ask for this
around just for the dough . Anyone who raise and has promisea to donate a consid- •
uses this argument is doing Alexander a erable portion of it to Waterfield Library.
disservice.
But given the University's current financial
The recent executive order signed by woes, one wonders what the hell the Board
Governor Fletcher cuts Kentucky's higher of Regents was thinking.
education budgets by 2 .5 percent. This
means a massive budget cut for Murray Severo Ad/a is the college life editor for
State which will inevita~ly lead to higher "The Murray State News."
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Librarians
allocate
new funds
University President F.
King
A lexander's
announcement that ht.• will
donate his near $40.000
rai:-e to the University
libraries left University
librarian s beside themselves.
"We were so excited.
we all squealed like a
bunch o f little g~rls," Jnnet
Marion, librarian, snid.
Wate rfield librarians
spent mos t of Winter
Break in meetings ICJ alln·
cate funding.
..We had to look at
what the most practical
item s would be before
deciding wha t to purchase.'' Amanda Halverson . vice president of reference. satd.
~~~~~~~
W ith rhe recent bad
publ icity the library ha:.
faced ufter losing a student
in the' infamous Section Y, the library revamped
•its health and safe ty budget as well as looked into
purchasing some new ite ms for students to use in
the library.
"With the new funds, we will be looking at
finally sealing up Sec tion Y,'' s:.1 id O pal Sanders,
chair of sec urity and safety. " We are also looking
into installing a security camera. or at least haring
an extra student worker tv take Polaroid pictures
constantly to monitor tht: area.''
Along with extra safety measures taken for
Section Y . librarians are also bracing themselves
for some other changes.
"One of our first purchases. besides our safety
concerns. will be to provide all bathrooms with
toilet paper instead of outdated maga1inc pages,"
Sanders said. "That's probably o ne of the aspects
I' m most exc ited about."
Besides making the libmry safe and bottoms
happy, the libmry is also investing for their longterm goals by o ffering s tudents a way to combat
those pesky rouf leaks.
··we can no w provide umbrellas for students
who wistl to study under the leaks,'' Halverson
said . ..We can finall y keep thei r boo~ dry while
they study.''
Students can check out umbre llas just like laptops and other media equipment.
"We'll probably purchase them frolll WaiMart, just to get eno ugh to cover most of the first
noor," she sa id .
The library is also looking into. purchasing
deeper buckets to hold all the water drip~.
"Right now, we 're looking at maybe getting
some easy-empty troufl.hS instead of buckets,''
Lily Vandennolen, chair of Sectto n Q -33 to W456. said. ''1be buckets we arc using right now
are a pain to empty."
She said the purchase was ju st as importunt as
the toilet paper und the safety measures.
"By purchasing the troughs, we' ll be able to
have our student workers do more important
things like catalog book.s und help people lind
books rather than carrying buckets o utside during
heavy rains," she said.
The library is also considering some p urchases
that are a little more fun. like a combination copy ~
machine and mechanical bu ll. wh ich gives a free
ride after every I Oth copy.
"Although we' re still delegating the fund s, pl!rsonally. I vote for the me~:hanical bull.'' ltulver.son said. "Ride ' em, Racers!"

I

Melissa Stoneberger is a f aux-new columnist far
"The Murray Stare News."

Japanese people make students feel at home

Every semester, dolens of Murray State
students leave their families.Jriends and
routines behind to experience life in
another country. Each week, Going
Global chronicles the experience of one
Murray State student studying abroad.

by Sean Mitchuson
l've spent the past four months in Japan
and let me tell you studying here has been
one of the most educational experiences in
my life. I feel so comfortable in Japan. If
you want to study abroad and want to go

,.l

somewhere that almost gives you a feel of
Murray come to Japan.
First. the people are nice. I have not met
anyone here that has been hateful or not
wanted to help me if I look confused. I' ve
been at the train station looking up at the
map not sure where I needed to go. but if
someone sees me they'll ask where I want to
go and tell me exactly what I need to do,
sometimes in English. One day I was on the
train and this woman started asking me
questions about what school I attend. She
wanted to practice her English and she was
good at it. She was so happy to hear that all
her hard work had paid off.
The food isn' t really that bad. Some of it
is cold and some of it tastes funny but you
will never starve in Japnn. There are KFC
and McDonald's restaurants that serve
Amencan food , but you should really try the
Japanese food or at least the food that has
become Japan-ized like Ramen, Curry, and
many others. It's good stuff. just don't eat
tbe natto. Trust me on this - Japanese people alone have a taste for it.
History is all over the place. I spent my
first weekend just walking around the town

where I live right now, nnd there is an old
temple that hac; been converted into a playground for children. There ure many "mall
temples that have been built around for
whatever rea.<>on and tons of rock pillars
with writing and markers ~otating what happened at this spot many years ago. We son
of have the same thing in Kentucky. hut it' s
nowhere near as old. It was always interesting for me to think about what might have
been next to that run·down temple before all
these houses were put here.
English i~ really cool in Japan . If I had a
nickel for each day someone at school
would stan a conversation just so they could
hear how I talk compared to other people at
school <IOd themselves. f'd be rich, The
Japanese students always want to learn the
latest slang words. and in return. I learned
all of the Japanese slang, which I am very .
glad to know.
All in all, coming to J:1pttn has been just
an amuting trip. Good people all around
Photograph take (rom •magcs.googlc.com
you. good rood to eat, great things to see,
Mitchuson experienced many aspects of Japanese culture while studying
and new vocabulary every day.

Sean Mirc·huso_n is a j unior f rom Hardin.

abroad with the Kentucky Institute for International Studies, including the differences in architecture, like in the house pictured abo,·e.
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Circuit judge faces misconduct
charges from state commission

Oscar movie nominee
available on Internet

Air traveler 'indicted for
firecracker possession

Danish, American
experts test weapons

FRANKFORT (AP) - An eastern Kentucky circuit judge removed from the
bench has been charged with 10 counts
of misconduct in office by the state Judicial Conduct Commission.
Perry County Circuit Judge Douglas C.
Combs Jr. was accused of directing payments to his wife and others' to serve as
substitute court reporters and using
court employees to perform duties in his
mobile home business.
He was also accused of missing or
being late for court hearings, barring a
prosecutor from his office, failing to
properly secure a room in his office and
disregarding procedures for random
selection of grand jurors.

LOS
ANGELES
(AP)
Another movie sent to Oscar
voters has turned up on the
Internet.
The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences
announced the d~overy of
an unauthorized Internet
copy of the Tom Cruise film
"The Last Samurai" on Tuesday.
The Internet posting was a
setback for the anti-piracy
campaign by the film industry,. which has estimated that
unauthorized movie copying
costs it $3.5 biUion a year.

BOSTON (AP) - A Saudi
man was indicted by a federal
grand jury Tuesday on
charges that he carried three
firecrackers onto an airplane.
Essam Mohammed Almohandis, 33, alleg.:'d ly was
found with the small firecracker-type pyrotechnics in
his luggage after landing at
Logan International Airport.
He then lied to federal agents
about them, the indictment
said.

Black lung sufferers file case
concerning constitutional rights

Kodak discontinues
35mm film cameras

CAMP EDEN, Iraq (AP)
A series of tests by Danish,
British and American
experts have been inconclusive in determining if mortar shells, unearthed last
week in an arid southern
Iraq area, contain a blister
agent, said a Danish army
spokesman Wednesd3y.
Two tests ·conducted by
the British and two more by
Danish experts this week
came up positive for blister
agents,
said
Danish
spokesman Capt. Kim Vibe
Michelsen. But tests done
by the Americans are
inconclusive, he told The
Associa ted Press.

PIKEVILLE (AP) - An eastern Kentucky attorney is seeking to have a portion of the state's workers' compensation
law declared unconstitutional, claiming
it denies sick coal miners the right of due
process in black lung cases.
Only 35 coal miners out of 1,049 who
have filed claims have been granted
black lung benefits since the state legislature changed the process for applying for
benefits in 2002.
The change was intended to make it
easier for x:niners suffering from black
lung to receive workers' compensation
benefits.

' ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP)
Eastman Kodak Co. plans to
stop selling reloadable 35mm
film cameras in North America and Western Europe this
year, testifying to the swift
rise of digital photography's
popularity.
Though Kodak, the world's
biggest photography company, expects to phase out
35mm reloadable cameras in
North America and Western
Europe, it plans to expand
manufacturing elsewhere.

Ohio women confess to
kidnapping, child abuse
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - Two
women who admitted beating
five boys, locking them in a
closet and forcing them to eat
animal feces were each sentenced to 30 years in prison
Tuesday.
The eldest of the boys told
his mother, Mary Rowles, 31,
and her partner, Alice Jenkins, 28, that he hated them for
what they had forced him to
endure for over a year.
The women pleaded guilty
in October to kidnapping,
child endangering, felonious
assault and other charges
involving the children.

Muslim cleric Incites
men against women
MADRID, Spain (AP)- A
Muslim cleric who wrote a
book advising men how to
beat their wives without
leaving marks was sentenced to a year and three
·months in prison Wednesday, his lawyer said.
A jury in the f!Ortheastem
city of Barcelona found
Mohamed Kamal Mustafa,
imam at the mosque in the

U.S. investigators survey the site or a weapons cache
round near tbe southern Iraqi town ofQurnah Tuesday.
Tests to establish whether the plastic-wrapped but
damaged shells contain a liquid blister agent will take
a few more days, a Danish army official said.
southern town of Fucngirola, guilty of inciting violence against women,
lawyer Jose Luis Bravo told
reporters.

Woman becomes first
Hamas female martyr
GAZA OTY, Gaza Strip
(AP) - Reem Raiyshi, a 22year-old Palestinian woman, left her two young
children with her husband,
strapped on a bomb and
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blt>.w herself up Wednesday, killing four Israelis.
The attack at the Erez
crossing into Israel was the
first l-lamas sukide bombing by a woman .
"I nlways wanted to be
the first woman to carry out
a martyrdom operation,
where p:1rts of my body can
ny all over," Raiyshi said in
a taped message.

News in Brief is compiled by
Rob Whitfield, win~ editor.
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• tlibe to eat co to MUI'I1l)'MeDWI.Com."

Q

PaClucahMenus.Com

~~• time to eat go to PadacahMenus.Com."

Newly Redesigned! Over 200,000 visitors have viewed menus from the 30 restaurants
at www.murraymenus.com and www.paducahmenus.com in the last year!
• Backyard Burgers • B.B. Whiskers • B. Russell's • Bob's Drive-In • C.C. Cohen's
• D. Starnes • Fazoli's • Holman House • Mansion II Go • Max's Brick Oven Cafe
• Nick's Family Sports Pub • O'Charley's • Outback Steakhouse • Pizza by the Pound • Steak'n
Shake • The Pasta House • The Patio Room • Texas Roadhouse • Willy Jak's • Yesterday's
• Alpine's Restaurant • Big Apple Cafe • Holme's Restaurant • Lacey's Family Restaurant
• Los Portales • Martha's Restaurant • Pagliai's • Sirloin Stockade • The Bu11 Pen • Tom's Grille
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Life ·change University

Agood education. It's the answer
to a lot of life's toughest questions.

Classes are now fonning for Spring Semester
2004 for men, women, co-ed, youth & children.
"What i~ My Worldview and Why Doe$ It MMterT'
"Greek for the Rest of Us" lead by ltrry Garvin

Men's Chc>mical Depcndcn~;y Group

Brineina Up Boys by James Dobson
Kidsban;· Wbal Do J Do Now? by Cindy Pitts - study designed for
children. erade.~ 4-6, whose parents nave divorced or-remarried.

Contact us at :
sales @murraymenus.com
or sa les@ paducahmenus.com

yes&
ewear

Life l.essoos· The Boglr of J!.QIPiap• by Max Lucado
The locrcslihle Power of Kioa!lom Autb!)riLY by Adrian Rogers
The Mission ofMO!betbood by Sally Clarlcson
Beloved Dudp!e by Beth Moore
Be!ieyjge God by Beth Moore
Livine Beyond Youm;lf by Beth Moore

Everyone Invited!
For More Infonnation
Call 753-1854

BB&if

You can tell we want your business.
500 Main St.
602 S. 12th St.
1104 Chestnut St.
802 N. 12th St.
767-2265
405 Main St. in Hazel, KY

Dr. Douglas W. Payne - Optometrist
506 N . 12th St.
In the Olympic Plaza Shopping Center, next to los Portales.
Murray • (270) 753-5507 • Walk-Ins Welcome

II you ,,.,,, seeing this sign:

because ol bad or squeaky brakes,

LOOK IDP thlll sign:

BRINN'§
Quality !iervice i Lube, Inc.
a. • •rr •
200 A. N. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 South
Hazel, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6th St.
Mayfield, KY
270-251-0640

IPP-EIT IBIEI.!! Our team or mechanics are qualified In
brake repair, replac•ant, I Inspection. Our hours are Mon. through Sat.,
8 a.m. • 6:80 p.m. Ill' liE IIIJ END IT I . .TPill where
"The Golden Rule'' 11 our pollcyl

325 Main St.
Benton, KY
270-527-011 0

Located at 607 s. 12tb St. (next to Log Cabin Restaurant) ••• 759-0003
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University Police: Safety tip of the week
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer
A few years ago. students often
signed up for clasSes without having a clue who the professor was
behind the last name in the semester course guide.
Now, 220 Murray State professors are rated on www.ratemyprofessors.com. Opinions of the Web
site's value vary across campus.
Erin Bogle, freshman from
Arlington, said she believes the site
is a good forum for students.
"It gives you a better idea of what
other students think of the teachers
you might be taking," .she said.
The site began in 1999 at San
Jose State University, where student John Swapceinski experienced
something many college students
endure: a semester with a tough
professor.
•
· "I had a particularly dastardly
professor who I wanted to warn the
world about," said Swapceinski,
whose frustrations birthed the site.
Almost five years later, this
proverbial "how's my driving"
bumper sticker of the internet
allows users such as Tiffany Payne,
junior from Owensboro, to compare professors from 3,698 colleges
and universities across the United

States and Canada.
Payne used the Web site two
semesters ago to give her peers the
heads up on a professor whose class
she had recently completed.
"Most people like a certain type
of professor," Payne said. "l like a
laid·back professor who is infonnative but not too structured, for
instance. The comments allow
users to describe teaching styles so
thnt you can adapt your typo of
learning to their type of teaching."
In addition to space for comments, the site invite~ users to rate
professors using rubric-style scoring in categories such as helpfulness. clarity and easiness. The professor is then assigned a frowning
or smiling face based on the average of his or her ratings.
Swapceinski thinks of the Web
site as a public service.
'The purpose of the site is to be a
resource for students," he said.
"Where else can you find out what
others think of an instructor? When
you have the option of choosing a
teacher, wouldn't you really like
some information? It also gives (the
user) a place to voice (his) opinion.
It gives you a place to make a dif-

ference in your education."
Not all visitors to www.ratemyprofessors.com leave satisfied,
however. Murray State Professor of
Theatre and Dance Lissa GrahamSchneider said comments made on
the Web site concerning her directing and teaching style were hurtful
and sometimes untrue.
"'The problem I see with the format of the Web site is that it's
anonymous, and ... people take
advantage of it," Graham-Schneider said. ''They are not using it as it
is intended, to tell other students
about a professor and whether or
not their class is worthwhile or
interesting. They use it to seek
revenge on whether or not they got
a good grade or got cast in a show."
Graham-Schneider said other,
better forums exist for fi nd ing
information on professors. She also
noted that because of the open
nature of the message boards, nonstudent'> as well as users from outside the University community are
equally as able tO comment as actual Murray State students.
"Because it is anonymous and
people don't have to take responsibility for what they say. it has been

Winter conditions pose risks
for drivers, car maintenance

used to hurt others instead of helping others," she said. ''I'm not very
pro-rateyourprofessors.com.''
Robert McGaughey. professor of
journalism and mass communications, who is also rated on the site,
said he believes studenL'i should
take the ratings "with a grain of
salt."
"It's something fun to do, but I
don't thi nk students can take it at
face value," he said. ''It tends to be
a popularity contest - the more
exciting, entertaining professors
will rank very high whereas other
professors who might be very
knowledgeable but not as exciting
will rank low. It's not indicative of
the content of the course."
David McCall, freshman from
Greenfield, Tenn., said he has
mixed feelings about the Web site.
"A lot of people get on there
immediately after taking a class and
they are just ranting or venting their
anger about a bad grade or professor," he said. ''It can give students
an idea of different professors and
what they're like, as long as you
read all the reviews and get wellrounded information."
According to www.ratemyprofessors.com, more than 65 percent
of the comments on the site are positive.

Staff Report
Winter weather may cause hazardous road conditions and prove
dangerous to students, facu lty and
staff at Murray State trying to make
it in for class or work.
·
Public Safety Captain Larry
Nixon suggested several ways for
drivers to prepare their automobiles
for coming weather.
For a winter checkup, he suggested the following tips:
• Check the antifreeze, battery,
wiper blades, tire pressure and
brakes.
• Have emergency supplies, such
as tlashlights, a blanket, extra warm
clothing, De-Icer and matches, in
the vehicle.
• Make sure your oil is a winter
grade for easier starting.

Apply Today at The Murray State News, first floor of Wilson Hall.
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Along with tips to get a vehicle in
prime driving shape for the winter
season, Nixon suggested several
precautions drivers can take while
on the road:
• Allow extra time for traveling.
• Be careful on bridges and over-

News and Sports Writers Wanted.

I
I
I
I
I

passes, since they freeze before the
road surf~ces.
• Allow added stopping distance if
the road is wet. Use the four second
rule. When the rear bumper of the
vehicle ahead of you reaches a
visual point you have picked. make
sure you reach that spot in four seconds or more.
• Keep your headlights on and
windshield clean.
• Know what to do if your vehicle
begins to skid on ice.
• Always wear your seat belt.
• Check the latest weather forecasts and advisories before traveling.

I

Guitar Lessons Available

I Ofrer Expres &ldofSemester I•

·-----------------------------~

APPLY TODAY!
McNair Scholars Program
OPEN APPLICATION DEADLINE
As an undergraduate, you need to be thinking about w hat you will do after
graduating from Murray State. Going to graduate school is an important consideration. The McNair Scholars Program can help you get into graduate
school, and succeed when you get there. Some of the serv!ces and benefits
proyided by the McNair program include:

CUSTOM SCREENPRINTING
& EMBROIDERY

• A paid, faculty-mentored, undergraduate research, scholarly, or creative
project that w ill help you develop the skills you need in graduate school.
• Scholarship assistance while an undergraduate.
• Free trip to visit graduate programs and schools.
• Free GRE preparation workshops, tutori ng, and personal assistance.
• Opportunity to attend a national or regional conference, all expenses paid.
• Special gradu~te school application fee waivers for McNair Scholars.

Eligibility requirements and an application
form can be found online at:

http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa/mcnair
For additional help, call the McN air office at 762-3 19 1
o r v isit us in Room 325A in W ells H all.

Open to undergraduates in all disciplines!

Program funded by the U.S. Department of Education

•

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
GOOD LUCK WITH
FRATERNITY RUSH!
270-759-4180
FAX: 270-759- 1443
P.O. Box 993
MURRAY, KY 42071
ACROSS FROM

RONALD
E. MeNAIR
POST - BACCALAUREATE
ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM
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College Ufe &!ftor: Severo Avila
Ass~ College life Ediaor: .AliOOn tight
Phone: 762-4468

This Week
•Enrollment - Last
day to enroll in any
regular full-semester
course.
•Cinema International - "Bend It Like
Beckham," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Friday Night Live
"Bad Boys II," 8 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables.
Free admission.
•Tickets - Tickets
available for "An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
information contact
SGA at 762-6951 or
at www .msusga.com.

"I

liked 'The Fellowship of the Ring'
because they fought the Balrog and you get to
see Gandalf at his finest. The first two books
were better than the movies, but the last
movie was a lot better than the book."
I

- Chris Pafford, junior from Beaver Dam

WzTh The TRzLoqy

•Saturday
•Barrel Racing
Hosted by The Rodeo
Club, 10 a.m., West
Kentucky Exposition
Center. For more
information phone
Dan Van Hooser at
762-3039.
•MSU Basketball
Men/Women's Basketball vs. Jacksonville
State,
Women at 5:15 p.m.,
Men at 7:15 p.m.,
RSEC. Free admission with Racercard.
•Cinema International - "Bend It
Like Beckham." 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

•Sunda:
•Barrel Racing
Hosted by The Rodeo
Club, 9 a.m., West
Kentucky Exposition
Center. For more
information contact
Dan Van Hooser at
762-3039.

compLeTe, whaT oo
MURRay STaTe sTuoenTs
Thznk akouT
~rhe LoRO OF The Rznqs'?

"I

haven't read the books yet because I wanted to see the
movies first to get an idea of what the story is about, but I am
looking forward to reading the books to see exactly what they
left out and what I missed."

-Jason Schwenker, senior from Mount Washington

''T

.

he books are much better if you've read them,
but I think that they did a good job with the movies
for those people who haven't read them. I think
that all the people who have read the books were
highly disappointed in the movies like the~ would
be with any movie based on a book. '

"I

-Bobby Jones, senior from Princeton

"N

umber two was my favorite because there was a little bit more
going on and everything was on a darker note, everything was a little bit
more down. In the first one everything is great and going fine and in the
second one everything kind of falls out from under them. It kind of
leaves you hanging ... it ended within itself, b~t it made you want to
push onto the third one.'

-Steven Newcomb, sophomore from Morgantown, N.C.

- Pamela Wright, sophomore rrom Belleville, Ill.

" '"I.,

•Martin
Luther
King Jr. Day - No
classes.
•Tickets - Tickets
~vailable for "An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
information
phone
SGA at 762-6951 or
at www .msusga.com.

•CAB - Campus
Activities
Board
omeeting, 4 :30 p.m.,
;.5GA Office, Curris
Center.
•Tickets - Tickets
available for "An
~vening with Maya
Angelou." For more
ti oformation phone
. _SGA at 762-6951 or
f-at www.msusga.com.
to CAB - Applications
lavailable for CAB
SGA
ipositions,
torfice, Curris Center
online
at
www.msu sga.com.

[ he first one] was too long, all the characters
looked the same, I couldn't figure out who was who and
all the names were so weird I couldn't rewember them.
I just thought it was boring. '

"I

n the first one,
Arwen's character was
in the book for like one
page. so I guess for dramatic emphasis [in the
movie] they had to add
a female character.
They did a good job
adapting the character
to the movie, but I kind
of thought it was unnecessary. Other than that,
what they had in the
movies followed the
books fairly closely."

- Amy Fuller, senior from Princeton

"I

think that the movies were made by someone who
truly understands something about making movies from
books. The single criticism that I would have put in the
movies are the songs. There were times, especially in
the first one of the trilogy, when they were traveling
and we were seeing all this great panoramas [of
scenery] and there was no reason why the songs from
the books could not have been incorporated.'

- Lara Belcher, sophomore from Chester, Ill.

- Jean Lorrah, professor in the department or
English and philosophy

"I thought Legolas was portrayed

weJJ in the movie and he was just
cool, but I thought Gandalf was a lot
cooler in the books."

- Carl Najdek, senior from Mu.rray

•Wednesday
J•SGA- Student Government Association
student senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
'"•Recital -John Holt
trumpet recital. 8
·p m., Farrell Recital
Hall.

•Thursda
•Campus Lights .
Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota present Campus Lights
featuring
"South
Pacific," 7 p.m.,
Loven Auditorium.
Admission is $5 for
students. senior citi·zens and children
under 12, $7 for gen:eral public.
~·Reading
Series
:Poetry reading by
•Sarah Gorham and
:Jefferey Skinner, 7:30
p.m., Clara M. Eagle
~Art Gallery.
•

0

t's so exciting.
My favorite one
was the third one
because it ends it
all and it's more
exciting because
there
is
more
action. I would
want to be the
dwarf because he
is so funny. but I
would want to
marry
Aragorn
because he's king.
of course, and he's
hot and tc,nows how
to fight .

"] like Legolas because he's so hot, but I also liked
Aragom's struggle and his character just because
he's got a job to do, but he's scared of it."
by Sanit SopitgirapasVThe News
photos courtesy of lordofthcrings.net

- Carrie Thornton, graduate student from Murray
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Service with a smile

l.Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below
OutKast
2. The Diary of Alicia
Keys - Alicia Keys
3. Now 14 - Various
Artists
4. The Very Best of
Sheryl Crow
Sheryl Crow
5. The Singles 19922003 - No Doubt

Not just a friendly face and a warm smile, Roxann Downey
proves there s more to this food cart lady than meets the eye
by Severo Avila
College life Editor
Many students know her simply as "the
food cart lady," and Roxann Downey is just
fine with that title.
I work my way through the afternoon traffic on the second floor of the Business Building to see Downey chatting with a student
over the counter of the food cart she manages.
There are other students in line waiting to buy
pizza or cookies or iced tea, and as each steps
up to the counter, Downey smiles and greets
them cheerfully.
Not the typical demeanor of a lunch lady?
That's because Roxann isn't the typical lunch
lady. She absolutely loves her job.
"You guys make me feel young," she says.
"It's the one-on ·one with the student-; that
makes me like this job so much. Everybody's
so nice to me."
Downey started working at Murray State 10
years ago at Winslow Dining Hall. Two years
ago she was offered the job managing the
food cart in the Business Building and jumped
at the opportunity.
"I love being up here and kind of being my
own boss," she says. "I have bosses of course,
but up here I'm responsible for all this."
While most students are still in bed,
Downey is hard at work. At 6 a.m. she arrives
at Winslow Dining Hall, where she makes salads and fruit baskets for Fast Track and the
food carts. She then compiles all the items she

•Movies
1. Big Fish - Starring
Ewan McGregor
2. The Lord of the

Rings: Th e Return of
the King - Starring Elijah Wood
3. Cheaper by the
Dozen - Starring Steve
Martin
4. Something's Gotta
Give - Starring Jack
Nicholson
5. Cold Mountain
Starring Jude Law

will need for the day and heads to the Business Building at 8 a.m.
"l really like being at the Business Building: · she says with a smile. "I've been here
four semesters now and I've gotten to know a
lot of the students and all the people that work
in this building. It's like we' re part of a family."
Between customers, Downey tells me about
her personal life. She tells that she is originally from Virginia. and she was married in
1986. She has six sons. three of whom still
live at home, and while making change for a
student purchasing a candy bar, Downey tells
me about the day her husband died.
With her elbows on the food can. she leans
in, sighs, and begins her story.
"About six years ago my husband Richard
was killed by a drunk driver while he was driving home from Dlinois," she reminisces.
"The police didn't even come to tell me personally. They just called me on the phone."
Her youngest son was 1 I at the time, and
Downey says telling her sons was the hardest
thing she's ever bad to do.
'"Oh gosh, that is .... I don't ever want to go
through something like that again," she says.
She says after her husband's death she had
to deal with being the family's sole provider.
"It used to be that my husband's paycheck
paid the bills, and mine was the one 1 could
just spend," she says. "That had to change,
and that was very bard for me. I had to take a
pay cut and wash dishes just so 1 could be at

Matta Barnard/The News

For Roxann Dolllle}~ making salad, stocking her cart, chatting with customen and
shar ing a smile is just another day on the job when you're <4fhe food cart lady."
home with my kids at night."
As another customer approaches the can,
Downey is drawn b:.ck to the present, and she
remarks that time heals the wounds, and ~he
has moved on from the death of her husband.
"You know. like they say, time docs make
it easier, and you do learn to move on."
But Downey isn't all sandwiches and sad
stories. Student-; might not reali1e that the
woman who prepares their salads and sandwiches each day is also a florist at hean.
"If I wasn't doing this, I'd love to be n
florist," she says. " I love to work with my

hands. I like to draw and paint and just be creative. I have my own garden, so that's really ·
my dream ... to be a florist ."
They say everyone has a story, but I honestly didn't expect such a dynamic personality from the woman who sells me lunch. I
found out. however, that Downey is a genuine, sweet, positive individual who honestly
enjoys serving the students at Murray State.
So despite having a family she loves and
dreams she'd like to pursue, Roxann Downey
says she is quite content just being "the food
cart lady.''

Love and Rockets among most ·underrated '80s bands
by Justin Bontrager

•BooJss

Music/Film Reviewer

1. Nora Roberts
Key of Valor

rm wary of "best of" collections for .several
reasons. First. because "best of' usually means
"greatest hits" for a band that had only one or
two hit songs or none at all (think "The Best of
St.arship" or "The Best of the Bush Presidency'). Most of all. can' t the geniuses who rule
the recording industry think of a better title than
"best of' for a career-spanning retrospective?
Like how about "The Stuff that Sucks the Leao;t
by Bryan Adams" or "Slammin' Sorority
House Faves: The Dave Matthews Band's
Most Annoying Crap."
Despite my predisposition to ''best of' collections, I had to buy this Lc.we and Rocket-;
CD. I remember liking Love and Rocket!' a lot

2. Dan Brown
The Da Vinci Code
3. Arthur Agatston
The South Beach Diet
4. Phillip G. McGraw
The Ultimate Weight
Solution Food Guide
5. John Grisham

in the '80s, but I wasn't sure I'd dig them so
much now - kind of like how 1 used to be able
to drink forties of malt liquor and smoke cheap
cigars when I was 18, but now I play it more
conservatively with Vodka Collins and "light"
cigarettes. Tastes change with age.
I was sWJlrised how much llike this CD and
at how much better Love and Rockets were
than I re~mber them being. Even songs such
a.; "Kundalini Express" and "No Big Deal,"
that !didn't panicularly like when I used to like
Love and Rockets, I like now.
Love and Rockel<; may be one of the most
underrated bands from the '80s. There are layers of expenly-maudlin guitar and ethereal
vocals over pre-rave psychedelic grooves,
which is even more impressive now when
recalling the droning synth·laden lobotomy

music that wa.; all the rage at the time. Songs
such as "Mirror People" and ''No New Tale to
Tale" somehow manage to be fervidly infectious and non-commercial at the same time.
Just take away the big hair, eyeliner anll smoke
machines and you could package Love and
Rockets under another name and sell it today to
the same people who buy Interpol records and
have never heard of Joy Division. Other than
Husker Du, The Jesus and Mary Chain and the
Pixies, I can't think of another band from the
'80s that crafted such dark and delicate distoned pop.
Maybe it never got the acclaim it deserved
because the Rocket:.' nucleus of Davill J. and
Daniel Ash had to live up to the legacy left by
the band they were in before. the Immortal
Bauhaus (that 1 used to like as much ns malt

liquor and cheap cigars when J was 16, and I
can tolerate about as much now). I think I'll
grab the next kid I see dressed like a
Columbine High School assassin, shake him or
her around a bit and tell them to quit listening
to the Bauhaus' proto-Goth crap and go
shoplift this Love and Rockets CD from the
mall record store with their big black overcoat.
Nab, 1 guess not That would be as futile as
telling someone who says they listen to 1lle
Dave Matthews Band "because they're good
musicians" to go buy Rush and Emerson, Lake
and Palmer COs. Oh yeah, it's a new semester
so 1 have to bequeath this with a lame Jetter
grade. I give it an A for "Almost as cool as the
fact that the Dave Matthews Band wiU probably never play here ever again."
Grade: A
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PORTS
Racers lose, learn in Louisville
Sports Editor: jake Lowary
As8isCant Spor1s Editor. Nali"~;tn Oinkenbeard

Phone: 7624 481

by J ake Lowary
Spo rts Edito r
Along with the rest of the student body. the men's
basketball team returned to the Regional Special
Events Center last night against Ohio Valley Conference newcomer Samford.
The Racers ( 12-2; 2-0 OVC) returned home after a
six-game road trip that lasted the duration of Winter
Break.
Since Dec• .17 the Racers have had anything but a
break. They have encountered nationally-ranked teams from Piusburgh
and Louisville. Unfortunately , the
Racer team was unable to walk
away with a win in either contest.
but its hopes and spirit remain
as high as ever.
flead Coach Mick
Cronin said he couldn't be happier with
the way the season is unfold·
ing. He also
shed light on
the fact that
the team is
s t i I I
improving.
Senior
guard Chris
Shumate
said
the
team
is
playing the
right type
of game for
this time in
the season.
"We're
playing really
good right

now, and it is the right time to be playing your best
ball," be said.
Even though the team sits at 12-2 and undefeated
in the OVC, Cronin said he still sees some areas that
could use a little fine tuning. In particular, he said he
sees that the team needs work on its defense.
"Tt is easier said than done to play our style of
defense for 40 minutes, because we play a full-court
defense," Cronin said.
• Even though there are a few areas that need a little
work, there are many areas with which Cronin and
his players are satisfied. Cronin said his
team's offensive balance is something that
sticks out as a positive area in the team's
repertoire.
Senior forward Cuthbert Victor said
the team' s passing is another high
point of which the Racers can be
proud.
Shumate said he also sees
some high points in the Racers'
game.
"We've got different guys
that are scoring points on
different nights. a nd it's
become more of a team as
far as getting things done,"
said.
It may seem the Raehave had anything but
ition
beating
some teams mercilessly
by 30 and 40 points.
However,
the
team
has had its share•of close calls
and times with its back against
the wall. The Racers trailed at
the half in its contest
against
Eastern Kentucky 39-34. but
man-

aged to overcome the deficit and win the contest 8271.
In the conference opener. Shumate matched his
career high with 31 points. He also earned OVC
Player of the Week for the frrst time this season. Shumate shot a red hot 71.4 percent from the field in the
first two games of the conference campaign.
On Jan. 3 Cronin returned to his former home of
Louisville to face the No. II Cardinals, headed by
former University of Kentucky Head Coach Rick
Pitino. The Racers came ready to play and led by a
small two point margin at the half.
Louisville showed its talents in the second
half by scoring 56 points as opposed to
Murray State's 32. The Racers only
shot 11.8 percent from behind the arc
for the game.
The Cardinal team was not the only
top-ranked team the Racers faced
over Winter Break. The men took a
trip to Pittsburgh to face the No. 18
squad in the nation on Dec. 20.
The Racers struggled in the contest as
none of the players reached double digits in points. MSU finished only a
hair over 29 percent from the floor.
Pinsburgh, on the other hand, was led
by guard Carl Krauser's 19 points.
Despite the two losses, Murray
State still ended the road trip at 4-2.
The team suffered its only two losses
of the season. However, Cronin and the
rest of the Racers returned to M urray having learned a great deal from both contests.
Cronin said the main thing the team
took from the games was that the Racers needed to be more aggressive and be
able to score inside.
photos by Danny Voweii!Cuest
Shumate (right) and Cuthbert Victor (left) have

Seniors Chris
guided the Racers to a blazing start in the 2003-2004 season.

fiv~

Women Win one, drop
Team disappointed with close losses;
coach looks for answers to problems
by Nath an Clinken beard
As~ is tant

Spo rts Editor

While every other Murray State student
was at home relaxing during Winter Break,
the women' s basketbaJI team was hard at
work competing in six games during the
month-long break .
Overall, the Racers went 1-5 over the
break with the lone win coming against
Chicago State, but every game was close.
The team's previous two games were the
start of the Ohio Valley Conference season,
and the players took both games to the final
seconds as the team lost both games by a
combined total of only four points.
Head Coach Jo i Williams sees how hard
her team works in practice and she said it is
frustrating her that the women have not
been on the winning side in more of the

Shumate said he feels the Racer team can hang
with the high caliber teams of Louisville and Pittsburgh.
"We didn't play our best in those games, but you
sit back and watch all the little mistakes that we
made and we realize that we are right there with
those teams," Shumate said.
The Racers return home this week for a three game
home stand before moving on to Tennessee State on
Jan . 24.

close games.
"I am so disappointed for them because
they do work hard," Williams said. "I told
them the other day in practice that I have
no problem with their effort, and I have no
doubt that they want to win. But, wanting
to win is not good enough a lot of the time.
I think they can tell that they're right there,
but the same things bite us in the butt every
single time. I just keep trying to assure
them that we can get it done and we're only
two games into the conference season."
The Racers started the break by defeating
Chicago State, a team that was 5-2 coming
into the game, 67-63.
Going into halftime the team was down
by nine, 41 -32, but it outscored Chicago
State 35 -22 in the .second half to complete
the comeback win 67-63.
Junior guard Brittany Park led all Racers

in scoring with 21 points on 7-of-14 shooting. Park was also 7-for-9 from the freethrow line. Park scoiect l 4 of her'21 pOints
in the second half fueling the Racer comeback.
Murray State then faced off against lndi·
ana-Purdue at Fort Wayne on Dec. 31 and
fell 78-72. The team had a one-point lead
at the half, 32-31, but could not hang oq in
the second half for the win.
With 2:50 left in the game, the Racers
still held a one-point advantage over IPFW
66-65, but IPFW went on a 7-0 run in the
next I :20 to go up by six, 72-65. The
Mastodons held on for the 78-72 victory.
Freshman forward Angela Mullins Jed
the team in scoring with 14 points on 7-of10 shooting. Mullins also pulled down
eight rebounds in the loss.
After only a couple days off the women
hosted Western Kentucky and East Carolina on Jan. 2 and 5.
Only down by two at the half to the visiting Hilltoppers, the women could not lead
enough of a charge to beat Western and fell
72-64.

over break

Senior guard Stacy Holmes became the
third different leading scorer for the
woniCn in three games. Holmes finistie(f
the contest with 23 points on 9-of-24 shooting. and she also grabbed a co·team high
seven rebounds.
East Carolina was another tough loss for
the Racer team ali it led by three going into
the half, 30-27.
Once again, the second half was u different story as the Racers were outscored 4433 and lost 71 -63.
The Racers then went to Morehead for
the conference opener on Jan. 8. The game
was consistently close, but the Racers
could not get the lead needed to overtake
the Eagles as the team fell 65-62.
Park and senior guard Rebecca Remington led the Racers in scoring against Morehead State as they tallied 15 points each.
Park also gathered six rebounds and five
assists, both team highs.
Two days later the Racers went to Richmond to take on the Eastern Kentucky
Colonels, where the team encountered
another tough loss. The Racers led by eight

at the half, 43-35, but again they could not
hold a second half lead as th~y lost in the
nrial s~ontfs to lhe'Colonets, ~~ 74.
Park scored a team-high 25 points, but
she wanted 27 as her last-second drive and
layup missed as the buzzer sounded. After
the game, Park reiterated the fact that this
game was a challenging one for her team.
"This was tough for us to take," Park
said. "You've got to give Eastern Kentucky
credit. They battled back. My teammates
did a good job setting streens and working
the offense. I've been trying to work and
let the offense come to me, but they
deserve a lot of the credit (for the game
high 25 points)."
The women will resume their conference
schedule against Jacksonville State on Saturday at 5: 15p.m. at the Regional Special
Events Center. The game is part of a doubleheader with the men scheduled to play
at 7:15p.m.
The games can be heard on WNBS ( 1340
AM) or at www.goracers.com.
Details of the Thur!iday game against
Samford were not available at presstime.

Louisiana more suitable for ducks in winter
With thoughts of green-headed mallards on my mind, I
eagerly wrapped up my finals and last-minute tasks of the
fall semester and headed home. Thanksgiving weekend,
the opening weekend of duck season in Kentucky, had
been fantastic. with plenty of ducks to work and shoot.
Usually. the duck hunting around here gets better as the
season progresses, as cold northern air brings more migratory birds our way.
Unfortunately, colder temperatures began to set in
around here, pushing our local ducks farther south. On top
of this, the weather never really got cold enough up North
to push more birds into Kentucky. To say duck hunting in
Kentucky has been tough this year would be an understatement.
Most of the other duck hunters I' ve talked with have had
a similar season. My hunting buddies and I shot only a
handful of birds in Kentucky throughout the entire Winter
Break, and we went several days without even seeing a
duck.
Fortunately. just before thoughts of finals began to set in
last semester, I received a generous invitation from Marty
Dunham, assistant professor of educational studies, leadership and counseling, to a three-day duck and goose hunt in
his home state of Louisiana. Louisiana is covered with

Men's Basketball Standings
ovc
Overall
APSU
MSU
TSU
Samford

3-0
2-0
2-0

ITU

1-1
1-1

EKU
Morehead
SEMO
EIU
UTM
JSU

1-1
1-1
1-2
1·2
0-2
0-3

6-7
12-2
3-10
6-7
7-6

6-7
6 -7
8·6
3 ·10

5-9

Men's Basketball Schedule
Jan. 17
Samford at Tennessee Martin, 6 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Eastern Kentucky, 6:30p.m.
Austin Peay at Morehead State, 6:30p.m. ESPN 2
Jacksonville State at Munay State, 7:15 p.m.
Tennessee State vs. Eastern lllinois, 7:30p.m.
Jan. 19
Savannah State at Jacksonville State, 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 20
Tennessee Martin at Munay State, 7:15 p.m.

6·7

,.....,_,,--,

marshes and grain fields that frequently flood, and, of
course. it is close to the Mississippi River. Ducks and geese
migrating along the Mississippi flying away from Canada
often pick Louisiana as their final winter stop. Each year.
Louisiana duck hunters kill more birds than tnY other state.
Needless to ~y. I eagerly accepted the invitation.
On the first morning of the hunt, Marty and I crouched
in a pit blind in the middle of a flooded bean field while
thousands of snow. blue and speckle-bellied geese worked
around us. honking and chattering just before daylight. A
heavy fog enveloped the area. making visibility beyond 50
yards. the very maximum range of our 10-gauge goose
guns, difficult.
When it was light enough to shoot, we could hear flocks
of geese flying overhead looking for a place to land and
feed . When the flocks would materialize from the fog,
Marty and I would pick our targets and fire . By the day's
end, we had a mix of 10 snow and blue geese to carry
home. Although we saw a few ducks. we never had any
decent shots at them the first morning because of the heavy
fog.
Over the next two days, however, we killed ducks and
geese with consistency. We shot teal and mallards, gadwalls and shovelbills. as well as more snow and blue geese.

Women's Basketball Standings
jSU
APSU
EKU
Morehead
SEMO
Samford
TTU
UTM
MSU
TSU
EIU

OVC

Overall

2-0
2 -0
2·0
2·0
2-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-3

7-4
8-5
6-7
5-8
7-7
7-5
5-7
5-8
4-9
0-11
3-11

The season for pintail ducks, unfortunately, ended the day
before my arrival, but I was able to see dozens of those
beautiful birds work the decoys each day. It was the kind
of waterfowl hunting I've only dreamed of experiencing
here in Kentucky.
At the end of the day's hunt, I could count on a hot meal
and a soft bed, courtesy of Marty's family. The level of
hospitality they displayed toward me can be tough to fmd
these days, and it topped off an already fantastic trip.
I have to add, too, that Marty's brother-in-law Eric
showed me a finger-licki ng good recipe for grilled ducks
involving cream cheese, jalapeno peppers and duck breasts
wrapped in bacon.
So. to Marty Dunham and his family and friends down
in Louisiana, I would like to extend a sincere thank you for
a great hunting trip.
As for the duck hunting in Kentucky.l'm not one to give
up. There are two weeks left in the season, and one never
knows when a cold north wind will bring a flight of ducks
into calling distance. Unpredictability and optimism are
what duck hunting is all about.

Will Brantley is an outdoor columhist for the Murray
State News

Women's Basketball Schedule
jan.17
T«.>nnessee State at Eastern nlinois, 2:05 p.m.
Austin Peay at Morehead State, 3:30 p.m.
Samford at Tennessee Martin, 4 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Eastern Kentucky, 4:30p.m.
Jacksonville State at Murray State, 5:15 p.m.
Jan. 19
Alabama State at Samford, 4 p.m.
Fisk at Tennessee State, 7 p.m.
Jan.20
Tennessee Martin at Mu rray State, 5:15 p.m.
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2003-04 OVC basketball preview

Austin Peay pacesetter in OVC
b y J ake Low ary
Sports Editor
Basketball season has officially
reached the most crucial segment of the
road to March Madness.
After a marvelous non-conference
campaign, the Racers (ll-2; 2-0 OVC)
began the conference season on top of its
game and on top of the conference.
The Racer team won its first eight
games before falling to No. 18 Pittsburgh. The team bounced back with two
solid wins over Delaware State and
Georgetown College.
The winning streak was shon-lived,
however, as the Racers lost to I I th
ranked Louisville earlier this month. The
team Jed at the half but failed to maintain
the advantage as the Cardinals upended
the Racers 91-69.
Before returning home, the team
kicked off its conference season with two
opening road wins on the infamous
"Death VaJley March."
The first game against Morehead State
on Jan. 8 was the largest victory for the
Racers in conference play to date. The
team downed the Eagles 97-75 .
In the second conference game of the
season, the Racers continued its winning
ways by defeating Eastern Kentucky by
an 11-point margin R2- 71.
"Those were two big road wins for us.

especially when Austin Poay, the team
picked to win the league. went on the
road and won (its) first three OVC
games, all on the road," Head Coach
Mick Cronin said.
Cronin said he thinks Austin Peay is
still the team to beat despite the winning
ways of his Racers. In his weekly press
conference, he told reporters he needed
to keep his eye on them since the Racers
only face the Governors once in the season.
"Everyone is chasing Austin Peay in
my mind," Cronin said. "(It's) a team
who won 14 of (its) last 15 OVC games
last year." •
Cronin also noted that Austin Peay has
nearly all of its players back from last
year. which could amount to a large
advantage over the rest of the conference.
Austin Peay has a better schedule than
Murray State in terms of home and away
games. After the Governors compete in
the "Death Valley March" this weekend,
eight of its remaining II games will be at
home.
Murray State, on the other hand, will
only enjoy six home games. four of
which will close out the season at the end
of next month.
Conference play is the cornerstone of
the season, and Cronin knows the difficullies ahead.
"I think conference play is extremely

difficult, whatever leugue you arc in,"
Cronin said.
Senior forward Cuthbert Victor said he
has faith in the team but thinks it still has
some work to do.
"As long as we keep trying, I think we
can win," he said." We need to work on
our half·court defense especially."
The Racers second home conterence
game is Saturday against one of two new
schools to the Ohio Valley Conference.
Jacksonville State (6-7; 0-3 OVC). The
Racers have yet to face the Gamecocks
on the basketball court. Jacksonville
State has yet to win its first conference
game.
Since MSU only plays conference
favorite Austin Peay one~:, Shumate said
they must continue playing the way they
have been .
"Right now we are playing really well
and we want to keep it going through the
conference season, which is the one that
really matters," senior guard Chris Shumate said.
Cronin commended his team's drive
and commitment to win and said he
hopes the team can come out on top.
The Racers will be in Murray for the
next three games before the team goes on
a five-game road trip. The Racers will
then close out the 2003-2004 season at
home with four games at the end of February.

Williams' squad still has time
to catch up despite early falls
by Nathan Clinke nbeard
~c;istant

Sports Editor

Under the direction of first-year Head
Coach Joi Williams, the Racer women's
hasketball team will be seeking to improve
upon its 4-12 Ohio Valley Conference mark
that earned it an eighth-place finish a year
ago.

The women will have their work cut out
for them after dropping their first two conference games. The team lost those games
by a combined total of four points.
"Hopefully. we can take something positive from the two losses this weekend."
Williams said. "We were in control of both
games pretty much the whole way and
couldn't finbh them out."
In the preseason poll released by the OVC
several months ago. the women gathered 58
points from the various head coaches and
sports information directors from around the
league. Those 58 points put the Racers at
ninth in the preseason poll ..
Southeast Missouri State earned the most
first-place votes in the poll with 10, and
barely edged out defending champion
Austin Peay by six points. SEMO tallied 188
points while Austin Peay registered 182
points along with their nine first-place votes.
Ea.;tern Kentucky (167) and Tennessee
Tech ( 147) were picked third and fourth

respectively, as they were the only two other
schools to earn first-place votes. Eastern got
one ,and Tennessee Tech received two.
SEMO, a team that finished second in the
conference at 11-5, returns four of its tive
starters from last year.
The defending champion. Austin Peay.
will add plenty of competition for the
Otahkians and the rest of the OVC. Austin
Peay reeled off a perfect conference season,
16-0 in 2002-2003. The Governors return
three of their starters from last year.
Four teams currently sit atop the OVC
standings with 2-0 records. Jacksonville
State, Austin Peay. Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky all have shot off to a perfect stan. while SEMO is only a game
behind with a 2·1 record.
Preseason favorite SEMO fell 64-54 on its
home floor to defendin~ champion Austin
Peay in its conference opener. However, the
two teams will meet again on Jan. 24.
Williams knows the OVC season is far
from over.
'The OVC race is still wide open,"
Williams said. "l wish though that we could
have gotten a couple more wins that we let
slip away."
The women's basketball team still has 14
more conference games to make up its
deficit. including eight at the Regional Special Events Center.
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Need Support
for Your Undergraduate
Research, Scholarly,
or Creative Project?
Apply today for an

URSA Grant!
Receive Up Jo $400 to Support Your Project.
Application forms and guidelines can be found at:
http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursalindex.html
Questions? Stop by the URSA Office
in Room 329 Wells Hall, e-mail us at
ursa@murraystate.edu, or phone 762-3192.
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Spring semeste·r needs carnival Indoor track season opens,
SIU hosts Saluki Classic

r have returned
from a long and
wondrous break
during which I
am sure you have
enjoyed not having to listen to the
ridiculous nature
of my senseless
rambling.
It is always
difficuh to find a
starting
point
when there has
been a long period
of
time
between publications but I assure
you l will do my best to shake the rust
off and provide that irresistible humor
all of you crave.
I have a proposition for each and
every one of you reader-:. I nave been
preaching campus-wide involvement
from the time I accepted this column of
honor, so I have come up with an idea
that would not only bring all of this
campus together but also provide us students with a reason to miss school for a
few days. What in the world am I talking about you ask'? I am suggesting that
everyone on this campus-the administration, the faculty and, of course, all of
the students-get together and bring the
greatest spectacle ever known to man or
woman to the campus here at Murray

BUILDINGS 30x50x1 0' S4,695.00 includes
plans, instructions, slider, painted
metfll,
free
delivery,
(937) 718-1471.
NEED A COMPUTERf BAD
CRLOIH B.1nkruptcy OK. No
Credit Chr:ck.
Cuillanteed
Approv.ll, Ch~>c kinB Mcounl,
llome Pht,ne required. (800)
419 -4383, www.pc4sure.rom

FREE 3-ROOM DIRECTV SYSTEM
INCI UOINC
INS TAU.A liON I
Subscribe to •Nf t -Sun<J.ty Ticket•
gt'l 4 monlh~ f REI. progr,1mming.
Access 225+ TV Channt·l~. Digilal
quality picture/sound. I imltNI
time offer. 1·800·208·4617.

HELP

WA~.ffEO

AIRliNE · MECHANIC-Rapid training for a htgh paying C'art.~'f·Avia
tlon Mainten;mce. fAA predicts
severe shortage. rutancial Aid·Job
Placement. Call free 18881 349·
5J87. K.msas Gty.
AVON-ENTREPRENEUR w.rnted.
Must be willing to work whenevf'r

State University.
I suggest the inaugural Racer Campus
Carnival invade our campus and provide all of us with some fun and dismiss
that increasingly boring aspect of our
lives right now- school. Just think of all
the possibilities. There could he
armadillo races at the track at Roy
Stewart Stadium where everyone bets
with Ring Pops, we could have a pie
throwing contest in which you could
choose your most despised professor to
place his or her face in that hole where
you could drill them with a pan full of
coconut cream. Giraffe and 1ebra rides
will be available in the quad, a petting
zoo in Unh.ersity President F. King
Alexander's front yard and then you
could hurry over to the Curris Center
Theater just in tiine to wmch reruns of
the infamous Nickelodeon production
of Double Dare. Paul Radke could be
selling bubble gum flavored cotton
candy outside of Sparks Hall while the
members of Racer Patrol play keep the
chicken away from the alligators in the
Carr Health pool.
Just in ca<;e you were wondering what
your favorite student athletes nod
coaches might be doing during this sensational carnival, here it is. Andi Hornig
will be providing "And I " Jrihhling
dcmonsLrations on the ma'in llonr of the
Regional Special Events Center, where
you can also place wagers on how hadly
Head Coach J<.1i Williams will beat

you wan1. be your own boss. and
enjoy unlimtt('(l earnings. let's talk.
888·942-4053.
DISH NETWORk: H.P:T:S. regional
service provider. fwc di!J\, I r(.'('
.tctivation, hee in~tallo~tioo, Arnenco.~'s Ill(} channels. HBO .md Cill<'m.tx. 3 mo111hs f R(L l.xprres 1-ll·
04. C.Jil Mark 1·800· 589·820'JI'IN110'l.
-~~,..-,~~=-.1.~LEARN TO OPERATE hullclturrs,
IMtkho<:~. e~t:<tvdtors & mort!! No
Pl<p<"ril·nce n('('(k'(.)! Creal P·'Y &
lx.·nC'fil~! 1·866·280·1836.
JOIN THE SOUTliWOODS WAY
Soulhwoods io; il cered ro;iden1ial d11l·
drl'n'~ camp in the ,\dirond.1(1< Mount,tin~ oi New Yurk. Soullwvoods •s
se.::king ENTHUSIASTIC., fN£RCHIC..
AND FUN·LOVINC ill(!ividuals to
ii'l.lfie .1p&.twe impaCt' oo a i.hrfcl'~
life. PosiiiOOS .tre .1>ailable in lhe -ure.-.s
of; group le~ding athletics, outdoor
adveotuw, CJP.altvc .md pcrlormlng
alb, wat<'f );ports and much mon:1
Benefits oi worl..rng at South\.O(xk
lndurle s.aiJry, tra~l. room, board,
laundr)·, and moch rTlOI'l!! for more
inform.llion .md to complete an dppli.
GUion pfea..e COiltlct US: V.WW.~IIhwoocf5.wm I
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Head Coach Mick Cronin in a heated
game of one-on·one basketball. Athletic
Director E.W. Dennison and Head Football Conch Joe Pannunzio will be participating in u 12-round duel of Jell-0
wrestling in the Curris Center Ballroom.
II does not stop there. A maze of mirrors will be located on the first three
tlOl)fli of Faculty Hall in which Dunker
will be chasing you down with a cattle
prod. To bring all this fun to a close, a
concert is planned that will bring
crowds from miles away and will easily
outdo any event the Student Government Association has ever brought to
you.
The show will start small but end with
a bang as Vanilla Ice gets things started
with his classic hit, ''Ice lee Baby:'
Shortly nfter he leaves the stage, KrisKross will make their highly anticipated
return to the music industry performing
beat-bopping jams such as "Jump
Jump" and " I Missed the Bus." However, it is the finale that will bring people
to their feet and rock Murray like never
he fore. You guessed right. a dual perfonnance from New Kids on the Block
and Kelly Osborne will wrap things up
and cap otT a bash that this University
will always look forward to when that
dreaded start to the spring semester
hegins each year.
As always feel free to send in a letter
to the editor nr e-ntail me personally at
patclark @hotmail.com.
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When one thinks of track and field. they probably imagine freshly cut grass and warm spring
weather. Cold January days are probably not
included in one's picture of the sport.
With the indoor track and field seac;on starting
this week, athletes and fans alike will adjust to
thinking of winter as a ti:ne for the sport. The
Racers begin the season in Carbondale. Ill .. where
the team will participate in the Saluki Booster
Cla'isic.
Head Coach Norbert Elliott said the Racers are
in a rebuilding process this season. He said he is
happy with the recruiting that has been done and
is especially happy with distance runner Wesly
Korir, freshman from Kenya. Elliott said Korir is
a "feather in our cup.''
Elliott also said academic suspension is keeping
some runners on the sidelines this year. He said he
hopes the Racers are ready to make a strong bid
for the Ohio Valley Conference title in 2005.
Jonathan Dykes, junior sprinter from Plantation, Fla .. said the team is looking really good this
year. He said he has worked hard during the off
season and looks to tum in an excellent performance this year.
"I think we have a good shot, we have a lot of
great athletes on the team and Coach Elliott is a
good coach," Dykes said. "With those combinations we should be able to be one of the best teams

TRAVEl

REAl ESTATEFOR SALE NEW 1600

sq. ft. Iog C'i!btn shl•ll with lake
access & frcc

Contributing Writer

Excellent iincJncing. Call now
(800) 704-3154 ext. 490.
lAKEFRONT LOG HOME 3,1 50
sq. ft., 3.2 .1cre $134,900. Beautiiul new J, 150 ~q. ft. authentic
lakefront log home on l.l acres
·w/gorgeous long· range vtews, lake
aCC<'$s, p£"rfer:t getaway. Must see.
C.1ll now (800) 770-9 31 1 Ext. ]35.
NEW LAkE HOME, LAKE -CUMBERLANU, KY $/lq,lJ()Q, Newly boilt,
ced.~r-sided home, never lived in,
fully iurnhfwd w/scrrened·tn patio,
huge deck, fireplace, jacuzzi tub,
gre.tl view~. much morel C1ll (800)
770-9H I ext. 971.

IDEAL GIFTS BY FIUENDL \'
opentngs for party plan
advisers. Cdll dbout our New
Mc~nager
ProgrJm. Decor,
Cifts, Toys, CclSh, Trips.
Rt•cognition. (80014118-4875.
www.frlencllyhomE-.com
NATIONAL PUBLISHING Comp.tny louk•ng for Sales Reprt'St•nt.ttlvc In Kr.>nturky. Willing
to trJvel Mond,Jy-friddy. Comnussion Pnstlion, Comp.my
.wt•r.,gt> pays S720/w<•ek. C<tll
(800) 2.15-63(>6 txt . 33'L
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by joel Roberts

35,000

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAI( Party
Otil'ie s- Wys rom Sl79! Tatty
with Red/ World Pans Cf'lebrities .11
exclusive cast parties! Great beaches o~nd mghthfe! Includes meal~.
ponlhotel !axes! Phone 1-800-678&386 www.spri~breaktravel.com
SPRING BREAk PANAMA City
S 1991 7 nights, 6 free parties, free
cover~ and drinks. 5 day Spring
Break.. Baham,!~ Cruise S279l Cancun,
ica. Nassau S529!

hll~.

589,900. lrt'rM 800-704·3154 ext
544 Sunset B.1y, It C 734-6053. j()('

Bryant, AIKiiooecr.
LAKE BARGAIN- $24,900.frl>e
cowred hoar slip! Cent!)' sloping
lake view parcel w/nice mix or
low rolling meadows & trees.
Ahub nauonal forest on JS,OOO
acre recrcatronal lake in Tenn.
Paved ro.1ds, water, wwer, more.

tona $159! www.sprlngbreaktravel.com 1·800·678-6386
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL Spring
Break - World f'cJmou~ Tikr Bar!
Sandpipt>r-Bt!acon Reach Resort,
1-800-488-81128, www.sandpiper·
beacon.com "The Fun PI.Ke!"
ACT NOwt BOOK 11 PEOPLE, GET
12th trip free. Group di~counL~ for 6+
www.springbre.Jkdiscounts.mm or
1800) 838·R20l
P,4NAMA CITY BEACH. S,JndpiperBeac:on Rt>ilch Resort. From S39 12 pm or arriv~ Su./Mnn..IRll. night.
Restrictions. Poob, river ride,
Jacuui, tiki bar. (800) 488-8828
www.s.:•ndpip<'rl.>e.JCQn.
CHERRY BLOS~'s'c=O~M-c:G""'O:-L__
F_A
- ND
COUNTRY CLUB, C".eorgetown, KY.
Golf Dig<:St vot('(j IJS Hest in Statt>,
t9! Join us Tor your nellt iOund or
Ouung! Call (502) 570-9849.
SPitiNG BREAIC 2004, Tnvel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operatcw to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Ba~m.u and Floricb. Now
hiring campw ~· C.UI for group
discounts. tnfonnation/Re$('rvations
(800)
648-4849
or
-.ststravel.com.
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in the OVC."
Another distance runner is Brandon Lnncaster.
junior from Central City, while Demetrick Westbrook, junior from Fort Lauderdale, Fla .. is another top sprinter. Garrett Middleton. senior from
Nashville, Ill .. and Brian Knippen, senior from
Delphos. Ohio, are the top throwers.
~ssistant Sports Information Director David
Snow said the OVC doe-.n't make preseason predictions for track and field. He said Eastern Illinois and Eastern Kentucky nrc normally near the
top of the conference with Murray State usually
ranking about fourth or fifth.
The Racers ha~·e four other indoor tournaments
this season with the la:;t being the OVC Championships scheduled for Feb. 28 to March I.
The outdoor sea\on stru'Lo; March 19 with the
Racer.; tmveling to Tuscaloosa. Ala.. for the
Alabama Relays. The highlight of the outdoor
sea..;on, from MSU's standpoint. is the Murmy
State Twilight event. The 'J'y, ilight is MSU's
annual outdoor event ami the team's only home
event on the schedule.
Elliott said most schools are still planning their
schedules for the outdoor season, so no schools
have committed to coming. but runners from
Southwest Missouri State. Arkansas State. Middle
Tennessee State, UT-Martin, Fisk University as
well as Southeao;t Mis~ouri State may make an
appearance at the Murray State Twilight.
The OVC Outdoor Championships are scheduled for May 8 and 9 in Birmingham, Ala.

BLSI~ESS OPPORTL~ITIES
NEED EXTRA MONEYflook•ng for
students who are goal oriented c~nd
w;1nt something d1fferent In ltfe.
\'.oww.five.Jndthree.com/helpingyou. For more info. leave mc~s.1g•~
(877) 345-93l0. Thb is not a g<•t·
rich-quick thing.
WOLFF TANNINGBEDS Ahord·
able, CollvE'ni<·nt. Tc1n .11 I touu~,
P."lyrnents from 525/month. f RH:
Color-C.lt.:tlog. Call Tod.1y. (8001
711-0158 www.np~t•bt.1n.rom
SODA/SNACk VENDJNGt)ut·
standing Bu~iness Opportunity.
Minimum lnve~tment S3500. Weekly profit' up to $I 500! Call now
I
(888) 292•4520.
ATTENTION HOMEOWNERSDi,.
pl.ly-HOmcs WJnted 'fOr Vinyl "Sitf·
ing R~placement Wmdows. No f.ldY•
ment until 2004. Payments starling
at S89Jmonth. All credit qualifiC's.
Call (800) 251-0843.

Classifieds deadline:
3 p.m. Wednesday

ONLINE DISPI1t\Y
1\D VEit.TISING

$25/Wl!TJk
{;1/1762-1478
lor DJOI'lJ detiiils!

Go Online,
and check out
Murray State
Racers' stats tt1e \
mews
this season. .org

2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh
salad bar
406 N. 12th St.
1004 Paris Rd.
Murray

759-2348

Mayfield, kY 42066
247:8188

• Hand-dipped
ice cream

I 0" o <liT hufft.·t with MSt 1 II>

~lNIES TO &DJ
1 ooa Chestnut St.
1008 Chestnut St.
For SIIOWlllnes. Call:
153-3314

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT THE MOVIES
2. IU N 1.\1 S I on '1\4.0()
l\loN. -:-

WWW .IIDIIVWOOd.COIII

FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 753 •808 4

SHOW YOUR MSU J.D. ON MON. · THURS.
l8ET IN FOR THE CHILD'S PRICE.
MUST HAVE MSU 10 FOR DISCOUNT
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wood Comes to Murra
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Complete Formalwear Hetulqruutm

~ jtld~)i

J.ab!"~•l

Fomudlllear, Limousinn and Vans

Uldaue M•rtc;m Food • Dell sandwiches
-..•••• Specials • salads • soups • BBQ

304 Main St.
Murray
759-5000

Weddings, Proms, Banquets,
Birthdays & Anniversaries

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

< 'Toii·Prcc Nationwide>
www.mrjsladyjs.com

1·888-9LUXURY
1-888-958-9879

df !Bank <'With d/-iiloti~ c:Rooti
[/i CoC7E.7.ing c:!VE.w §tou.nd
Heritage Bank is now in its seoond amtwy of financial service
to arm citizens. We didn't acoomplish that by being stuck in
the mud_Join \L~ as we cover new ground in the new millenniwn.
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Say 44 BE MINE,
with an ad in
The Murray State .News!
It's an unforgettable way
to make someone's day!

HERITAGE BANK
YESTERDAY.
210

TODAY. TOMORROW.

NoRTH STREET • MURRAY,

Fu: 270·753·79n •

KY 42071 • 270•753•7121
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Celebrate the opening of the first Krystal restaurant
in Murray on Monday, January 19 at 10:00 a.m.
The new Krystal is located at 11 oo Chestnut Street.

Open 24 hours
Krystal is a Southern fast food icon that has served
four generations of customers since 1932. Famous
for its signature small .~ square hamburgers, Krystal
has built an intensely l_
oyal customer base by offering
great food, solid value and unique, one-of-a-kind
menu items with a distinctive size and taste.

Little )7ood, Big Taste
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